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I. Pilot Phase Overview 

On August 3, 2011 (1), the Board of Supervisors (Board) directed staff to develop a pilot 
Purchase of Agricultural Conservation Easement Program (PACE Program) as a component of 
the County’s General Plan Implementation Plan. Under the PACE Program, willing agricultural 
property owners are compensated for placing a permanent conservation easement on their 
agricultural property that limits future uses to agriculture and extinguishes future development 
potential. As a result, agricultural land is preserved and the compensation received makes the 
property’s continued use more viable over the long term.  

The Program is intended to promote the long-term preservation of agricultural land in the County, 
while compensating agricultural property owners for perceived equity loss resulting from the 
County’s General Plan Update. The Program is based on the framework of what is traditionally 
referred to as a “purchase of development rights” program. The Program was initially 
implemented on a limited scale as a pilot project, but is now a permanent County program with 
the goal of preserving agricultural resources throughout the unincorporated area of San Diego 
County.  

A. Pilot Phase Application Periods 

A primary challenge in implementing the pilot phase was developing public awareness and 
assessing overall interest in Program participation. County staff implemented a marketing effort 
in Fall 2011 to overcome these challenges. Over 7,000 notices were mailed to potentially eligible 
property owners. These notices also invited property owners to participate in an online survey. 
Data collected from the surveys were used to assess Program interest and evaluate preliminary 
property data from potential applicants. Marketing efforts also included the development of a 
PACE webpage and establishment of an informational hotline that fielded over 500 calls. 

A formal PACE application period for the pilot phase was held from January 16, 2012, through 
March 1, 2012. All eligible property owners were invited to participate in the pilot phase, and a 
total of 60 property owners applied. Table 1 summarizes the property characteristics of the 
applications received. 

Table 1 – PACE Pilot Program Data 

# of Applications Received  60 

# of Ranching Properties 5 

# of Agricultural Properties 51 

# of Ranching and Agricultural 
Properties 

4 

Average Parcel Size 81 acres 

Total Acreage Eligible for PACE 
1,870 
acres 
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Average Density Reduction 
(Dwelling Units) 

6.3 DU 

Average Density Reduction (%) 64% 

 
B. Pilot Phase Acquisition History 

The Board allocated $2 million to implement the PACE pilot phase in the Fiscal Year 2012-2013 
Operational Plan. On July 17, 2013 (5), the Board approved the acquisition of five agricultural 
conservation easements covering a total area of 738 acres for $1,694,000, plus $212,000 for 
expenses related to appraisals and administrative costs, for a total of $1,906,000.  

The Board allocated an additional $620,000 in Fiscal Year 2013-2014 to extend easement offers 
to the three remaining properties from the pilot phase. These three properties, which ranked 
eighth, ninth, and tenth among the top ten PACE properties, were appraised but were not 
extended offers in the initial phase due to funding limitations. With the additional funding provided 
by the Board, agricultural conservation easement offers were extended to the three property 
owners in August 2013. Only one owner of a 44-acre property accepted the County’s offer. The 
other two owners elected to not participate in the PACE Program. 

In total, the PACE pilot phase permanently protected 782 acres of ranch and farmland through 
the acquisition of agricultural conservation easements exceeding the pilot phase acquisition goal 
of 500 acres. 

On December 4, 2013, (3) the Board received a report and presentation from staff detailing the 
opportunities and challenges realized during the pilot phase’s implementation as well as an 
analysis of Program demand and property characteristics of interested Program participants. In 
response, the Board directed staff to pursue the acquisition of 16 remaining properties deemed 
eligible for participation during the pilot phase of the Program but not processed for acquisition 
due to funding limitations. In addition, the Board directed staff to:  

1) Establish PACE as a permanent County program; 

2) Provide for continuous funding of the PACE Program through annual General Fund 
appropriations in addition to funding through mitigation; 

3) Periodically reopen the PACE application process to interested property owners; and  

4) Prepare a mitigation program as an expanded component of the PACE Program. 

In response, the Program Guidelines have been updated to implement PACE as a permanent 
program and to include the mitigation component as part of the PACE Program. 

On September 17, 2014, the Board will consider acquisition of agricultural conservation 
easements from eight of the remaining 16 eligible property owners.  The value of the eight 
easement acquisitions is $1,319,850, with $125,150 for related administrative, title, and escrow 
costs, for a total of $1,445,000.  The easements totaled 413.82 acres. 

II. Purpose and Intent 
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Introduction 

San Diego county’s climate supports a year-round growing season that allows for a variety of 
small farms and diverse crops. In 2018, San Diego county was ranked among the top 10 
agricultural counties in California, contributing over $1.7 billion to the local economy. The County 
of San Diego (County) recognizes preservation of this valuable and unique local resource is 
essential when planning for the County’s future. 

In 2011, a comprehensive update of the San Diego County General Plan sought to balance the 
County’s future growth with its diverse natural resources. The Purchase of Agricultural 
Conservation Easement (PACE) Program was included as part of the update, which focused on 
maintaining rural and semi-rural character in certain communities within the unincorporated 
county. The PACE Program compensates participating agricultural property owners for placing 
a permanent agricultural conservation easement on selected properties. These easements 
commit the land to agricultural use. In 2020, an update to the PACE Program was directed to 
provide an opportunity for a larger group of agricultural landowners to participate in and to 
support the County’s commitment to climate action planning and sustainability. The update 
includes expansion of the eligibility criteria, modifications to the criteria staff use for ranking 
PACE applications received, and other implementation changes to reflect current regulations 
and best practices.  

The purpose and intent of the Program is to: 

The PACE Program has the following goals: 

1) Promote the long-term preservation of agriculture in the County of San Diego unincorporated 
area; 

2) Establish provisions for the acquisition and criteria for the selection of agricultural 
conservation easements and protocols for the long-term oversight monitoring of agricultural 
conservation easements;  

3) Establish an additional mitigation measure a PACE mitigation bank as a mitigation option for 
development projects impacting agricultural resources; and  

4) Satisfy General Plan Implementation Measure 5.3.1.F (Purchase of Agricultural 
Conservation Easements)  and Climate Action Plan Measure T-1.2 (Acquire Agricultural 
Easements). 

 

III. Administration and Modification 

A. Program Administration 

The Program is administered by PDS. A PDS staff person is assigned management 
responsibility of the PACE program. Additional staff support on an as-needed basis is provided 
from the Department of General Services, Real Estate Services Division, to assist with easement 
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valuations, County Counsel for easement review and Program modifications, and Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) and administrative staff for as needed Program support and 
administration.  

B. Program Modifications 

The County of San Diego PACE Program is based on other successful PACE Programs but is 
customized to account for the unique characteristics and objectives of the San Diego region. It 
is likely that in implementing the Program, opportunities for improved effectiveness and 
continuous improvement will be identified. The PDS Director may make administrative 
adjustments to the Program as necessary for effective implementation and provide 
recommendations to the Board for more significant Program changes. Staff will provide status 
reports to the Board on the overall Program on a regular basis in conjunction with annual 
requests for PACE acquisition approvals.   

PACE Program Update 

On February 14, 2018 (1), the Board of Supervisors (Board) adopted the County’s Climate Action 
Plan (CAP) which established greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction targets for 2020 and 
2030 for County operations within the unincorporated areas. The CAP includes 26 measures 
which rely upon enhancing several existing County programs and new initiatives to be 
undertaken by the County. 

CAP Measure T-1.2 (Acquire Agricultural Easement) directed the County to expand the PACE 
Program eligibility to no longer require a realized density reduction under the 2011 General Plan 
Update to increase availability of eligible agricultural properties and expand the acquisition of 
PACE easements. Increased acquisition of agricultural easements by the County under the 
PACE Program reduces GHG emissions by relinquishing future development potential and thus 
a reduction in transportation, energy use, waste, and water consumption. The updates to the 
PACE Program will allow the County to further contribute to local agricultural preservation and 
local GHG emissions reductions. 

The update to the PACE Program includes an easement monitoring component, an expansion 
of the eligibility requirements, and changes to the ranking criteria used for easement selection 
to include additional considerations such as proximity to preserved lands, contributions to GHG 
reductions, and water availability. 

 

Easement Monitoring 

The PACE Program includes a monitoring component, which allows the County to ensure the 
agricultural, open space, and scenic values of each property are preserved through compliance 
with the permitted and prohibited activities outlined in Exhibits B and C of the recorded PACE 
easement (see page 24). A sample easement can be found in Appendix B. The monitoring 
program runs on a repeating 5-year cycle which includes ownership review, offsite inspections, 
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and onsite inspections as outlined below. Onsite inspection during easement preparation in Year 
1 includes an appraisal by the County’s contracted third-party appraiser and appraisal report to 
be used as the baseline conditions for the PACE easement. 

Table 1: PACE Easement Monitoring Methods and Timeline. 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Onsite 
Inspection 

Ownership 
Review 

Offsite 
Inspection 

Offsite 
Inspection 

Offsite 
Inspection 

 

IV. Program Structure and Implementation 

The following framework is provided to guide the implementation of the PACE Program and 
provide PACE Program participants with an understanding of the easement acquisition process. 
Typically, the timeline from application to easement acquisition averages 12 8 to 15 months or 
less. The overall length of the process varies based on the number of applications received and 
whether or not mortgage lender approval is needed is dependent upon the constraints of each 
property.  

A. Application Process 

A PACE application form is posted on the County’s website 
(www.sandiegocounty.gov/pds/advance/PACE.html) and made available in print format 14 days 
prior to the beginning of all PACE application periods. Launch of PACE application periods are 
coordinated with Communications Office staff to ensure they are publicized through multiple 
media sources.  

The PACE application acceptance period is 45 days and all interested property owners must 
submit a PACE application during this period. The PACE application requests basic 
demographic information about the property owner, and subject property, and agricultural 
activities. All information collected will be analyzed to determine PACE Program eligibility and to 
rank the property for selection. A sample application is found in Appendix A.  

It is anticipated that Program demand will exceed available funding. Therefore, application 
cycles will be conducted on an as-needed basis. Staff will monitor the need to open the 
application process and conduct future application cycles based on Program demand, funding 
availability, and the number of eligible applications awaiting acquisition. 

B. Eligibility Requirements 

To be eligible for participation in the PACE Program, properties must satisfy all of the eligibility 
requirements listed below: 
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1) The property must have been actively active agriculture1 (farmeding and/or rancheding) for 
a minimum of two years immediately prior to participating applying to in the PACE Program; 
and 

2) The property must have realized a density reduction as a result of the General Plan adopted 
by the Board on August 3, 2011 be zoned as A70, A72, RR, S90, or S92. 

3) The property must have had the ability to subdivide under the previous General Plan (in effect 
prior to August 3, 2011). 

Setting minimum eligibility standards allows the Program to stay focused on acquiring those 
properties that best support the Program objectives. It also helps property owners understand 
what properties are most appropriate for the Program.  

At the close of each PACE application period, all applications are cataloged and screened for 
eligibility. Because the Program is intended to preserve lands for long-term agricultural use To 
preserve local agriculture in perpetuity, it is important that the lands brought under the PACE 
Program remain viable for agricultural use. Requiring PACE Program participants to have been 
actively farmed and/or ranched on their property for a minimum of two years prior to participating 
in applying to the PACE Program ensures properties are actively engaged in agricultural 
activities, which increases the likelihood that properties continue to be used for agriculture in the 
future.  

Because the Program is associated with implementation of the General Plan, Program 
participation is also limited to properties that received density reductions under the General Plan 
Update and had viable subdivision potential under the previous General Plan (in effect prior to 
August 3, 2011). Properties that were unable to obtain subdivision entitlements under the 
previous General Plan (in effect prior to August 3, 2011), by virtue of parcel size, are not eligible 
to participate in the Program.  

A list of potentially eligible property owners containing the assessor’s parcel number and 
addresses is available on the Program webpage at:  
http://www.sdcounty.ca.gov/pds/advance/PACE.html.  

The Program eligibility list is updated as needed. Property owners who believe their property 
may have been omitted from the eligibility list in error are encouraged to contact PDS and 
request a property-specific eligibility analysis.  

C. Property Rankings Criteria  

PACE Program ranking criteria utilize information provided in the application process and GIS 
analysis to ensure that PACE Program funds are allocated to properties most important for the 
preservation of agriculture in the County. Within 45 days of cataloging and screening, PDS staff 

 
1Agriculture: Shall mean the production of goods such as food, fibers or feed by the systematic growing and harvesting of 
plants, animals and other life forms. Typical forms of agriculture include cultivation of land and raising of livestock. (The 
Zoning Ordinance, San Diego County, Section 1100) 
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will analyze and rank all eligible applications pursuant to the weighted scale described All eligible 
PACE applications will be ranked according to the criteria described below: 

1) Agricultural viability importance of a property pursuant to the County’s of San Diego Local 
Agricultural Resources Assessment (LARA) Model.  

2) Degree by which preservation of the property would Contributeion to assemblage of the as 
a buffer between Multiple Species Conservation Plan (MSCP) priority acquisition areas 
and/or existing preserved lands and development areas.  

3) Contribution to the preservation of endangered species habitat through voluntary best-
management practices when located within MSCP priority acquisition areas. 

4) Contribution to achieving GHG emissions reduction goals under the County’s CAP. 

5) Compatibility with existing development patterns in reference to Vehicle Miles Traveled 
(VMT) efficiency data. 

6) Degree by which a property was impacted by Density reductions realized under the 2011 
General Plan Update.  

Easement acquisition offers are made in ranked order. WhenIf a property owner chooses not to 
participate in the PACE Program, the next highest ranking property owner is notified and the 
process is repeated as necessary.  

D. Easement Selection 

Agricultural conservation easement selection decisions are based on the weighted ranking 
criteria identified above and any additional factors determined by Program staff the PDS 
Director. Additional factors may include, but are not limited to: 

1) Cost of easement relative to total Board allocations and appropriations. 

2) Availability of time-sensitive matching funds such as state, federal or private contributions. 

3) Proximity to other land subject to conservation easements. 

4) Consistency with County plans and policies. 

5) Urgent situations that threaten a property with high agricultural importance. 

E. Easement Valuation and Provisions 

Properties participating in the PACE Program are appraised by an independent third-party 
appraiser to determine the agricultural easement value.  The appraiser selected is on the 
County’s approved list of qualified appraisers for this specialty purpose.  Property owners are 
provided with a copy of their appraisal report and presented with a draft agricultural conservation 
easement contract prior to completing a “willing seller letter” and moving forward with formal 
easement acquisition proceedings. Property owners are given a 14-day “due diligence” period 
to review and accept or decline the easement purchase price and terms of the agricultural 
conservation easement contract.  
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Appraisal Method 

The Program utilizes a traditional appraisal process to determine agricultural conservation 
easement values. Under the traditional appraisal valuation approach, appraisers estimate the 
current fair market value of the unencumbered property then subtracts an estimate of restricted 
value the property’s value with the PACE easement to determine the value of the easement 
itself. 

Easement acquisitions utilizing state or federal funding require use of this appraisal valuation 
method. Opportunities to leverage outside funding sources will be pursued during the easement 
valuation phase based on the selected properties and their ability to meet outside funding 
sources eligibility requirements.  

The State of California’s, California Farmland Conservancy Program – Guidelines for the 
Preparation of Agricultural Conservation Easement Appraisals were used to guide the County’s 
PACE Program appraisal process. The County’s Department of General Services, Real Estate 
Services Division, coordinates the easement valuation and appraisal processes. 

It is important to note that in some cases local appraisers, by default, consider a property’s 
subdivision build out as its highest and best use when determining fair market value. Subdivision 
build out as the highest and best use will only be acceptable when supported by data from the 
marketplace. Unsupported or over speculative assumptions will not be accepted. Subdivision 
build out values must also factor all development and subdivision costs, including permitting, 
surveys, studies infrastructure, etc.  

Easement Provisions 

Agricultural conservation easement contracts contain provisions that limit uses and activities that 
are inconsistent with continued commercial agriculture, and permit agricultural uses, agricultural 
structures, and related agricultural enterprises. A standardized agricultural conservation 
easement document is utilized for the County’s PACE Program. However, in cases where 
funding partnerships and/or unique circumstances require specific easement language/terms, 
allowances shall will be made to alter the document. A sample easement document has been 
included in Appendix B. Monitoring and enforcement provisions will be are included in all 
easement agreements to ensure the land complies with the terms of the easement. 

F. Easement Acquisition 

After easement contracts have been finalized and approved by the property owner, the DGS 
Director approves execution of finalized easement agreements, if the easement value is less 
than $500,000. a Board letter is docketed that requests authorization from the Board of 
Supervisors to execute all finalized easement agreements. The Board letter process follows all 
established docketing, noticing, and acquisition procedures. A hearing before the Board is 
required to execute all finalized easement agreements when the easement value is greater than 
$500,000. This process can take two to four months to complete. Properties for which outside 
funding is being pursued will be processed on an independent track and brought before the 
Board as the funding agreements are finalized with the partnering funding agencies. 
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IV. PACE Mitigation Program Bank 

Prior to and during the development and implementation of the pilot phase of the PACE Program, 
interest was expressed in expanding the PACE Program to serve as a mitigation tool for private 
development with impacts to agricultural resources. On December 4, 2013, the Board of 
Supervisors directed staff to prepare a mitigation program as an expanded component of the 
PACE Program. In response to this direction, staff researched agricultural mitigation programs 
in other jurisdictions and customized an agricultural mitigation program for San Diego County. 
Staff presented the mitigation program framework at the September 17, 2014 Board hearing and 
requested authorization to formally implement it through establishment of an interest accruing 
trust fund, updates to the County’s California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines for 
Determining Significance for Agricultural Resources, and Land Use and Environmental Group 
(LUEG) Conditions of Approval Manual.  

The following framework is provided to guide implementation of the mitigation program and 
inform PACE Program participants. 

A. Agricultural Mitigation Needs 

The County’s CEQA Guidelines for Determining Significance for Agricultural Resources 
establish significance thresholds for impacts to agricultural resources, define agricultural 
resources, and identify suitable mitigation measures for private development projects that 
convert agricultural lands to non-agricultural uses. When a project’s impacts exceed the 
thresholds established in the County’s CEQA Significance Guidelines, mitigation measures are 
implemented to lessen, avoid, or compensate for impacts to agricultural resources. Pursuant to 
the County’s CEQA Significance Guidelines, agricultural land mitigation must be at a 1:1 ratio 
(one acre of mitigated land per acre of agricultural land converted to any other land use). Suitable 
mitigation measures identified in the CEQA Significance Guidelines include onsite preservation, 
compatibility buffers, design considerations, limited building zones, and off-site agricultural 
conservation easements.  

The establishment of a PACE mitigation bank will provide applicants with an additional mitigation 
option beyond acquisition of a traditional private party off-site agricultural conservation 
easement, which has historically been difficult for applicants to secure. Under the PACE 
mitigation program, instead of purchasing real property in the form of agricultural conservation 
easements, applicants of discretionary projects that require agricultural mitigation may choose 
to purchase PACE mitigation credits from the County’s PACE mitigation bank. The LUEG 
Conditions of Approval Manual and the County’s California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
Guidelines for Determining Significance for Agricultural Resources have been updated to include 
the purchase of PACE mitigation credits as an agricultural mitigation measure. 

B. PACE Mitigation Bank and Credits 

All Agricultural lands permanently protected under the PACE Program on or after September 17, 
2014, may combine to form the County’s PACE mitigation bank. Applicants may purchase PACE 
mitigation credits to mitigate for agricultural impacts at a 1:1 ratio, as required by the County’s 
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CEQA Significance Guidelines for Agricultural Resources. PACE mitigation credits must be 
purchased prior to approval of any final subdivision map, or issuance of any building permits. A 
condition of approval requiring purchase of PACE mitigation credits can be found in the LUEG 
Conditions of Approval Manual. 

How to Use PACE Mitigation Credits 

Project Review 

During Project Planning review, the CEQA Significance Guidelines are used to determine 
whether there is a significant impact to agriculturally viable land identified as an important 
agricultural resource. If impacts exist, the PACE Mitigation Bank may be selected as an 
agricultural mitigation tool to satisfy project conditions. The PACE Program Manager will 
determine whether there are sufficient credits available for purchase to mitigate those impacts 

Mitigation Credit Fee 

Each PACE credit is equivalent to one acre of mitigation. The cost of one credit is $3,827. This 
initial cost is based on the aggregate easement value per acre for all PACE easements acquired 
on or before September 17, 2014, plus an additional 10% for administrative costs and a 10% 
acquisition cost adjustment. The 10% acquisition cost adjustment is intended to cover 
fluctuations in land values for future acquisitions. The agricultural mitigation credits or in-lieu fees 
researched in other jurisdictions ranged from $2,500 to $10,000 per acre, and included 
administrative costs and land value offsets in line with the County’s mitigation program. The wide 
range of fees in other jurisdictions is largely attributed to local land and crop values.  Every three 
years, staff will recommend assess the need for adjustments to the PACE mitigation credit as 
part of an annual status report to the Board.  The mitigation credit fee adjustment will reflect 
changes in the average easement value per acre over the preceding three-year period. 

 

Table 3 – PACE Mitigation Credit Fee 
Components* Costs 

Easement Value Per Acre $3,189 

Administrative Costs (10%) $319 

Acquisition Cost Adjustment (10%) $319 

TOTAL $3,827 
*All cost components are subject to change with each application period.  

Mitigation Credit Payment 

The cost of mitigation credits shall be determined by the fee in effect on the date the final 
subdivision map is filed, the vesting tentative map application is deemed complete, or the date 
the building permit is issued, as applicable. Applicants must have an approved discretionary 
project with a condition of approval requiring agricultural mitigation in order to purchase PACE 
mitigation credits. Purchase of PACE mitigation credits is nonrefundable and nontransferable. 
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C. PACE Trust Fund 

All funds collected under the PACE mitigation program are deposited into an interest-bearing 
trust fund established specifically for the purposes of the Program. PACE Trust fund revenue 
may be used as follows: 

1) To pay for the future acquisition of PACE agricultural conservation easements that will be 
added to the PACE mitigation bank. 

2) To pay for real estate transaction costs related to the acquisition of PACE agricultural 
conservation easements. 

3) To pay for the ongoing monitoring and administrative costs related to the ongoing 
stewardship of PACE conservation easements. 

4) To provide a contingency for unexpected transaction costs or future legal costs required to 
maintain the terms of a PACE agricultural conservation easement. 

PDS maintains a registry of each mitigation credit purchase that includes the date of purchase, 
amount purchased, Assessor’s Parcel Number, associated discretionary project, and name of 
applicant. PDS staff will also present to the Board an accounting of all PACE mitigation credit 
fees paid into and withdrawn from the PACE Trust Fund at the time when future PACE 
acquisitions are brought to the Board for consideration. In addition to the items identified above, 
this accounting also includes the source and amount collected, beginning and ending balance 
of the Trust Fund, interest earned during the prior fiscal year, amounts expended from the Trust 
Fund, and the acquisitions for which such expenditures were made. 
 


